An ADTRAN Solution Overview

Deploying 10 Gigabit
SD-Access Networks

Using 10G PON standards and data
centre principles to build next-gen
broadband networks

What is Driving the Need
for Next-Gen PON?

Emerging high bandwidth applications like 4K and 360º
video, augmented reality and virtual reality (AR/VR)
applications, autonomous vehicles and high-bandwidth
enterprise applications are set to consume the capacity
levels supported by today’s Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH)
networks. At the same time, competitive pressures are
leading service providers of all segements to rollout
Gigabit broadband leveraging new access technologies
such as Gfast, DOCSIS 3.1 and 5G fixed broadband.
New web-scale competitors, municipalities and electric
utilities are also aggressively entering into the Gigabit
battle. All these service providers must identify the
technologies needed to ensure their competitive position
moving forward to win and retain market share. Next
generation 10 Gigabit Passive Optical Network (10G
PON) architectures (XGS-PON and NG-PON2) offer
both the capacity and scale to economically support current Gigabit services, as well as multi-gigabit bandwidth
demands well into the future.

Converging Multiple Services
over a Common Access
Services Architecture

The primary value of Next-Gen PON technologies,
NG-PON2 and XGS-PON, is the ability to serve a mix of
residential, business and x-haul services over a common
Optical Distribution Network (ODN). The biggest challenge is developing a single system that meets the scale
and flexibility needs of premium enterprise, G.fast and
4G/5G densification access services while also delivering
on the price points needed for mass market residential
applications. Next-Gen PON technologies will provide
these traits while doubling the life of operators’ investment in PON equipment.

Applying Data Centre
Architectures to Access

As telecom and cable operators look to optimise their
networks, they are applying lessons learned from data
centre networks. Software-defined access (SD-Access) is
an evolved access network strategy that uses open, modular, component based architectures that leverage the
vast open source market, reducing service integration
cycles and minimizing service disruption as new applications are created and deployed. ADTRAN is accelerating the path to SD-Access with Mosaic™ by providing an
open, programmable, scalable and secure architecture
that spans the entire access network from cloud edge to
subscriber edge— from data centre to device and delivers improved efficiency, reduced operational expense
and a path for future growth. This approach represents a
major shift from closed, monolithic systems controlled
by multiple misaligned vendor-specific management
systems.
ADTRAN Mosaic is the industry's most awarded,
most open and complete SD-Access solution that
natively integrates a complete FTTx portfolio with an
open source SDN controller, whether ONOS or ODL.
The inherent scale and agility of multi-wavelength NGPON2 access technology offers unprecedented network
flexibility, supporting fibre network auto-grooming and
reducing the need for expensive truck rolls.

SD-Access: Design-to-Operate,
Lean-to-Operate

SD-Access networks are highly agile with the automation and scalability needed to support mass market
residential service deployments. This agility enables
telcos to retain their current market share and compete for new services revenue. Highly programmable
SD-Access networks support the adoption of network
automation and simplified service orchestration that
reduces service provisioning times, human error and
IT complexity, while enabling customer self-service
capabilities. Rapid service creation and time to market
is enabled through an open micro-services architecture
which allows network operations and IT development
teams to align. This evolution enables operators to vastly
lower their cost to build, operate, innovate and maintain
their network.

Open Systems,
Endless Possibilities.

Open interfaces exist for cable, video and DSL broadband networks allowing carriers to select customer
premises equipment, middleware and access platforms
based on their specific network topology and service
requirements. Early rollouts of Fibre-to-the-Home
(FTTH) broadband networks, however, have used
a closed system. This has historically forced service
providers into selecting the same vendor for the fibre
aggregation and the ONT equipment, limiting the available solutions. In a multivendor network, this further
complicates the ability to offer network-wide services
and solutions. NG-PON2 will be the first PON technology that will be implemented day one as a multi-vendor
solution supporting fully open physical and application
programming interfaces (APIs) to create best of breed
access solutions.

ADTRAN Mosaic is the industry’s most awarded, most
open and complete Software Defined Access (SD-Access)
solution that natively integrates a complete FTTx portfolio
with an open source SDN controller whether ONOS or ODL.
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Figure A: Deploy mass market Gigabit or multi-Gigabit converged
broadband services using low cost fixed 10/10G optics (XGS-PON).

Figure B: Deploy highly competitive carrier Ethernet over PON (CEoPON) to support premium
SLA-based enterprise services using higher performance TWDM-PON optics (NG-PON2)
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Mobilising Software
Defined Access

The fronthaul, backhaul and crosshaul of densely
deployed 5G radios is the industry’s most urgent and
compelling use case for software defined access networks (SD-Access) using highly elastic Next-Gen PON
technology, with the potential to save billions of dollars
in the build and operation of large-scale 5G networks.
5G promises connectivity 10 to 100 times faster than 4G
networks, with response times less than 1 ms, making real-time applications such as remote surgery and
driverless cars feasible over mobile networks for the first
time. However, mobile operators will need to deploy 10
times as many radio sites, each needing to be fed by a
highly reliable 10Gbps connection. To optimise the 5G
business case and accelerate deployment, the ideal access
network will therefore need to be highly scalable and
programmable to provide the flexibility and agility to
support multiple operators delivering a wide variety of
premium and mass market services.

Enabling Network Sharing

SD-Access enables an enhanced form of network
infrastructure sharing known as Fixed Access Network
Sharing (FANS), allowing competing service providers
to operate independently on shared, open infrastructure.
FANS affords greater flexibility, control and visibility
than other forms of unbundling, enabling new efficiencies that accelerate the availability and reduce the cost of
ultra-broadband connectivity.

Figure C: With support for ultra-low latency and network timing synchronisation the same fibre network
serving enterprise access services can be used to support x-haul services advancing 5G densification initiatives.

X-haul connections for densely deployed 5G radios is
the industry’s most urgent and compelling use case for
SD-Access using highly elastic Next Gen PON technology.
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Applying Data Centre
Architectures to Access

With an open architecture approach, service providers
have the freedom to choose best-of-breed elements and
control the introduction and rollout of new customers
applications and broadband technologies, eliminating
high overhead costs.
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Figure D: A single system meeting the scale and flexibility needs of premium
enterprise, G.fast and 4G/5G densification access services while also delivering
on the price points needed for mass market residential applications.
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Assuring Consumer
Quality of Experience

ADTRAN 6310-16
• 1U, 16 port NG-PON2/XGS PON OLT
• 4x100G uplink interfaces, non-blocking
400G capacity

The expected growth of Gigabit and multigigabit services demand requires providers to architect network
access scalability up front. For this reason, ADTRAN
has delivered a data centre-influenced standalone OLT
architecture paired with non-blocking leaf-spine fabric
and aggregation switching. A key characteristic of these
leaf-spine switching networks is that all leaf switches,
also referred to as Top of Rack (ToR) switches, have full
meshed connectivity to the spine switches.

Additional Network Elements

Co-existence Element (CEx)
• Six SC/APC or SC/UPC interfaces; wavelength
pairs are down/up:

• Pluggable LAN UNI for up to 10G copper/fiber
handoff

◆◆ Common (output to the field/splitter)

• Modular Mosaic OS software

• Modular Mosaic OS software with dual
OpenOMCI and Netconf/YANG management

◆◆ GPON – 1490/1310nm or
(NG-PON2 Fixed - 1490/1310nm)

• Cost effective platform for residential 10G service
delivery

• 3.2 Terabits per second throughput

• Integrated 1G & 10G copper Ethernet LAN
interface

• Modular Mosaic OS software
ADTRAN 8210-54
• 1U, 48x10G SFP+, 4x 100G QSFP28
Access switch

◆◆ Input from OTDR

ADTRAN 621X

• QSFP28 interfaces programmable
for 40G/100G
• Redundant, hot swappable
power supplies

The ADTRAN SDX-series of programmable network
elements leverage agile, real-time service configuration
typically found in the data centre and apply it to the
service provider’s access network. When orchestrated by
the Mosaic Cloud Platform, the ADTRAN solution set
brings unprecedented levels of automation and efficiency
to the access network. As a full supply chain partner of
the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), this multivendor, multi-technology portfolio is closely aligned
with the Software Defined Network (SDN) Enabled
Broadband Access (SEBA) initiative and benefits directly
from the expanding community of application developers leveraging open architectures.

ADTRAN 602X
• Integrated Business NID functionality for SLA
based Carrier Ethernet Services

• Redundant, hot swappable
power supplies
ADTRAN 8310-32
• 1U, 32x 100G ToR switch

Another key value of these programmable network
elements is that they scale horisontally, also known as
scaling out. In an SD-Access network, as the number of
Ethernet aggregation ports grow, spine and ToR switches
are added and the meshed connectivity stays in place.
The leaf and spine switching functions are sized to accommodate this growth and can be easily upgraded as
needed.

SDX CPE

◆◆ XGPON1/10GEPON/XGS-PON
– 1577/1270nm
◆◆ WM1 (NG-PON2 TWDM - 1596-1603/
1524–1544nm)
◆◆ RF video - 1550–1560nm

• Incorporates industry recognized ADTRAN enterprise class VoIP
• Modular Mosaic OS software with OpenOMCI
management
ADTRAN 602

◆◆ WM2 (NG-PON2 P2P - 1603–1625nm)
• All these services may be combined onto a
single fibre via the CE
Wavelength Multiplexer 1 (WM1)
• Nine SC/UPC interfaces; wavelength pairs
are down/up:

• 880 Gbps throughput

• Small 1RU half-rack form factor

• Redundant, hot swappable
power supplies

• Carrier Ethernet 2.0 (CE2.0) and MEF 2.0 services
are supported allowing for SLA-based services

◆◆ Common (output to CEx)

• Modular Mosaic OS software

• Modular Mosaic OS software with OpenOMCI
management

◆◆ TWDM ch 2 (1597.19/1533.47)

ADTRAN 6010-16
• 1U, 16 port GPON OLT

◆◆ TWDM ch 1 (1596.34/1532.68)
◆◆ TWDM ch 3 (1598.04/1534.25)
◆◆ TWDM ch 4 (1598.89/1535.04)

• Supports up to 128 ONTs per PON

◆◆ TWDM ch 5 (1599.75/1535.82)

• Redundant, hot swappable power supplies

◆◆ TWDM ch 6 (1600.60/1536.61)

• Modular Mosaic OS software

◆◆ TWDM ch 7 (1601.46/1537.40)
◆◆ TWDM ch 8 (1602.31/1538.19)
• Combines the (up to) eight TWDM wavelength
pairs into a single output going into the CEx

ADTRAN SDX 6310-16
10G PON Switch (vOLT)

ADTRAN SDX 6010-16
GPON Switch (vOLT)

ADTRAN 602X 10G
Small Business ONT

ADTRAN SDX 8310-32
100G Aggregation/ToR Switch

ADTRAN 602 10G
Business Class ONT

ADTRAN 621X 10G
Single Family Unit ONT

ADTRAN SDX 8210-54CE
10G Carrier Ethernet Access Switch
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Acronym
10/10G
API
CEx

Coexistence Element

DAS
DOCSIS

Headquarters—EMEA
ADTRAN GmbH
sales.cewe@adtran.com
South Europe
sales.southeurope@adtran.com
Middle East and Africa
sales.mea@adtran.com
Australia/New Zealand
sales.australia@adtran.com

DPU
DWDM

Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer

P2P

Point to Point

PON

Passive Optical Network

Distributed Antenna Systems
Data Over Cable Service
Interface Specification
Distribution Point Unit
Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing

FANS

Fixed Access Network
Sharing
Fibre Channel

QSFP+

Quad SFP (4x10Gbps)

QSFP28

Quad SFP (4x28Gbps)

RF

Radio Frequency

RG

Residential Gateway

ROI

Return on Investment

RRH

Remote Radio Head

SBU

Small Business Unit

SEBA

Software Defined Network
(SDN) Enabled Broadband
Access

SDX

ADTRAN Product Model

SET

Subscriber Edge Tunable

SFP+

Enhanced Small Form-Factor
Pluggable

FSAN

Full Service Access Network

FTTH

Fibre to the Home

SFU

Single Family Unit

FTTx

Fibre to the X
(Cabinet, Curb, Node)

SLA

Service Level Agreement
Top of Rack

GPON

Gigabit Passive Optical
Network

ToR

International Telecommunications Union

LTE-A

Long Term Evolution Advanced

Mbps

Megabits Per Second

WDM
WDM PON
WM

Next-Generation PON
(4 to 16 Wavelengths)

XFP

Open DayLight

OND

Optical Distribution Network

OLT

Optical Line Terminal

ONF

TWDM

Multi Dwelling Unit

ODL

ON.Lab

ADTRAN products may be subject to U.S. export controls and
other trade restrictions. Any export, re-export, or transfer of the
products contrary to law is prohibited. For more information
regarding exportation of ADTRAN items (e.g. commodities,
technology, software), please visit www.adtran.com/exportlicense.

OTDR

Opent Network Terminal

CO Reimagined as a Data
Centre

Ethernet Transport Optical
Switch

NG-PON2

ADTRAN warranty duration and entitlements vary by product
and geography. For specific warranty information, visit www.
adtran.com/warranty.

ONT

Open Networking Operating
System

Central Office

ETOS

MDU
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ONOS

Description

Over the Top

Ethernet Passive Optical
Network

FC

Acronym

OTT

EPON

ITU

ADTRAN is an ISO 9001, ISO 14001,
and a TL 9000 certified supplier.

Application Programming
Interface
Baseband Unit

CORD

General Information
+1 256 963 8000
www.adtran.com/contactus

10 Gbps Upstream/10 Gbps
Downstream Rate

BBU
CO

ADTRAN, Inc.
901 Explorer Boulevard
Huntsville, AL 35806

Description

Optical Networking Lab

Open Networking Foundation

XGS-PON
XG-PON1

Time and Wavelength Division Multiplexing
Wavelength Division
Multiplexing
Wavelength Division Multiplexing Passive Optical
Network
Wavelength Multiplexer
10 Gigabig Small FormFactor Pluggable
10 Gigabit (XG) Symmetric
Fixed Wavelength PON
10 Gigabit Passive Optical
Network

